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Abstract— This article presents a Unified Architecture (UA) for automated point tagging of Building Automation System (BAS) 
data, based on a combination of data-driven approaches. Advanced energy analytics applications—including fault detection and 
diagnostics and supervisory control—have emerged as a significant opportunity for improving the performance of our built 
environment. Effective application of these analytics depends on harnessing structured data from the various building control and 
monitoring systems, but typical BAS implementations do not employ any standardized metadata schema. While standards such as 
Project Haystack and Brick Schema have been developed to address this issue, the process of structuring the data, i.e., tagging the 
points to apply a standard metadata schema, has, to date, been a manual process. This process is typically costly, labor-intensive, 
and error-prone. In this work we address this gap by proposing a UA that automates the process of point tagging by leveraging the 
data accessible through connection to the BAS, including time-series data and the raw point names. The UA intertwines supervised 
classification and unsupervised clustering techniques from machine learning and leverages both their deterministic and probabilistic 
outputs to inform the point tagging process. Furthermore, we extend the UA to embed additional input and output data-processing 
modules that are designed to address the challenges associated with the real-time deployment of this automation solution. We test 
the UA on two datasets for real-life buildings: (i) commercial retail buildings and (ii) office buildings from the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) campus. The proposed methodology correctly applied 85-90% and 70-75% of the tags in each of these 
test scenarios, respectively for two significantly different building types used for testing UA’s fully-functional prototype. The 
proposed UA, therefore, offers promising approach for automatically tagging BAS data as it reaches close to 90% accuracy. Further 
building upon this framework to algorithmically identify the equipment type and their relationships is an apt future research direction 
to pursue. 
 
Keywords— Building Automation Systems, Building Metadata, Building Control Systems, Automated Tagging, Building Management Systems, 
Metadata Tagging, Data-driven solution 
 
1. INTRODUCTION   
1.1. Motivation 
Building management systems, also known as Building Automation Systems (BAS) are a combination of hardware and software 
layers forming a fully functional control system for monitoring and controlling a building’s electrical and mechanical equipment. 
A BAS consists of various sensor points, setpoints, and command points on distributed controllers that coordinate with higher-level 
controllers using protocols such as BACnet [1], LonWorks [2], Niagara (Fox protocol) [3], or KNX [4]. The BAS may optionally 
include upper-level software that provides a programming interface for control sequence development, a data historian, and/or a 
human-machine interface. In addition to a typical BAS, other peripheral monitoring and control systems that collect relevant 
operational data, such as electrical metering systems, are often present in a building. These auxiliary systems may communicate 
with the BAS via protocol translation or hardware gateways, or may provide independent data collection pathways. BAS are a 
subset of Energy Management Information Systems (EMIS), which are defined as “combined hardware and software products that 
comprise a broad family of tools and services to manage commercial building energy use” [5]. Systems such as BAS, Fault Detection 
and Diagnostics, and Automated System Optimization fall under the broad umbrella of EMIS. 
BAS are standard for large commercial buildings and offer a myriad of benefits. From a building manager perspective, programmatic 
control of building systems, remote monitoring of the equipment (such as electrical supply and air handling units (AHUs)), and 
associated ease of maintenance are among the major benefits. From an occupant perspective, the benefits include increased comfort. 
From a building owner’s perspective, energy cost reduction is the most promising benefit. Additionally, BAS vendors often include 
a supervisory interface that may offer features such as data consolidation, report generation, fault detection, or predictive 
maintenance. However, if present, these features are typically vendor-specific and historically have rarely followed any common 
standard for data organization.  
Unified Architecture for Data-Driven Metadata 
Tagging of Building Automation Systems 
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BAS specifically, and EMIS more broadly, are key to Grid-interactive Efficient Buildings (GEB) [6]. When a critical mass of urban 
built structures converts to GEB, they have the potential to alter the profile of power system demand in major load pockets. This 
flexibility can lead to lower cost or lower carbon grid operations and bolster large-scale renewable energy integration. However, 
the lack of informational interoperability remains a key barrier that prevents disparate systems from working together seamlessly to 
achieve GEB goals [7, 8]. Metadata tagging based on a standardized schema provides a possible path to overcoming these 
interoperability issues. The challenge in this approach lies in the tedious and expensive process of manually tagging all of the 
buildings sector. 
The U.S. commercial buildings sector has buildings with BAS installed covering about 42% of the total floor area of this sector [9]. 
Given the current and forecasted adoption levels for BAS and their foundational role in enabling a GEB vision for our built 
environment it is very important to address the issue of lack of informational operability between buildings (and at times, different 
parts of the same building) due to lack of common tagging schema. Automatically applying a standardized metadata schema is a 
crucial need to accelerate the effective application of analytics and enable buildings’ participation in the GEB future. The data which 
comes from BAS needs to be interpreted systematically by machines to enable effective analytics, external supervisory control, and 
other internet of things (IoT) applications. Historically, any given building’s BAS point names follow the in-house convention 
applied by the controls contractor who installed the system, rather than any set standard. The only metadata applied to the BAS 
points is a “units” category. Another piece of informative data is the BACnet Object Type (Analog Input, etc.).  
Within the past decade, the informational metadata standards Project Haystack [10] and Brick Schema [11] (informally, “Haystack” 
and “Brick”) have emerged and matured. These standards provide structured semantic metadata for building systems, equipment, 
and points. Assignment of semantic tags per the standards greatly reduces the implementation barriers for advanced control and 
analytics applications, including FDD, supervisory control, and GEB applications. However, the implementation of Haystack or 
Brick for existing BAS and EMIS requires a mapping process by which each data entity is assigned descriptive tags. Traditionally, 
this tagging process has been executed manually by an engineer. It is a time-consuming, labor-intensive, and error-prone process. 
According to Granderson et al. [12], the software cost of integrating and maintaining Energy Information System (EIS) systems can 
range from $230/point (upfront) to $1880/point (5-year ownership). Given such high cost associated with tagging and maintaining 
the BAS data manually, it also acts as one of the barriers for automated fault detection and diagnosis technology for small 
commercial buildings [13]. Automating this process of applying tags to the BAS points to generate metadata associated them has 
the potential to expedite the timeline of tagging from months after commissioning to weeks or in some cases days.  
1.2. Literature Review 
Over the past few years, there has been growing interest in the automated application of metadata to BAS objects to efficiently 
enable the necessary interoperability to achieve GEB goals. Early approaches focused on raw text strings applied to devices during 
installation. These point names tend to be highly variable among buildings and are often character-limited such that the amount of 
information encoded into these names is restricted. Bhattacharya et al. [14] propose a method for generating rules to parse these raw 
point names and reformulate them as normalized labels with the aid of expert intervention. A syntactic clustering identifies highly 
informative points to query the expert to minimize the level of human intervention. Because many tags within a given building tend 
to follow similar syntactic formats (either because installed points come from the same manufacturer or were labeled by the same 
contractor), this approach can effectively identify a majority of these points with relatively few examples. However, points with 
atypical naming conventions remain elusive. Furthermore, this approach requires syntactic consistency in point names across 
buildings in order to be transferred to new facilities without repeating the learning step. This approach has three major caveats - i) 
human participation is a necessary part of the process; ii) it is not effective for the points with atypical naming conventions, and iii) 
learning step is necessary if the syntactical consistency doesn’t exist within different buildings. 
Schumann et al. [15] construct a similarity metric for comparing raw point names to entries in a manually constructed dictionary. 
This produces ordered lists of point labels based on the highest similarity scores that can then be more quickly processed by a human 
expert. This approach is heavily reliant on the quality of the constructed dictionary and struggles when it encounters naming 
conventions that are not included in the dictionary. Hong et al. [16] propose an active learning approach that clusters raw point 
names within a given building, then queries the user for labels that will be most informative in terms of automatically propagating 
labels to nearby points. This procedure assumes the similarity of the point names within each building. Firstly, given that the larger 
part of the processes for the above two approaches is conducted through the human participation, their error proneness increases. 
Moreover, due to reliance on the quality of the constructed dictionary, it clearly doesn’t offer a solution that can be deployed and 
scaled in real-life multiple buildings settings. 
In addition to raw text, many points also generate data streams that describe the point’s real-time measurements or state. These data 
streams offer a promising path to applying point metadata because their characteristics tend to be more consistent across buildings. 
For example, Figure 1 shows unlabeled time-series data for several points from the buildings considered in this work. The time-
series data generated from these points exhibit distinct behaviors. These behaviors can be used to infer semantic facts about the 
points. For example, point A cycles between 1 and 0, suggesting a binary sensor or control signal. Point B varies continuously, 
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suggesting a sensor. Point C varies discretely with a daily cycle. This behavior and the magnitude range suggest that Point C may 
be a temperature setpoint. 
 
Figure 1 – Example time-series data for several points 
Automatically analyzing time-series data for metadata generation requires the identification and quantification of the unique 
characteristics of each data stream. In general, machine-learning-based approaches to time-series data analysis can be divided into 
two steps: (i) characterization of descriptive data features and (ii) clustering or classification of the data based on these features [17]. 
Methods for building metadata generation based on time-series analysis have explored various techniques for performing these two 
tasks, as summarized in the following paragraphs. 
Early work analyzing these data streams focused on how to infer the physical locations of the various devices within a building. 
Such information can be useful for mapping relationships between points. Hong et al. [18] attempt to use a frequency analysis of 
the data streams to infer whether or not pairs of sensors are located in the same room. The data are transformed using empirical 
mode decomposition (EMD) into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), which characterize various frequencies in the data [19]. By 
examining the correlation coefficient of IMFs with appropriate frequencies, Hong et al. show that statistical boundaries exist in the 
data that are predictive of physical boundaries in the building. Koc et al. [20] examine the effects of data size and whether a non-
linear correlation coefficient is more effective at determining sensor locations. Akinci et al. [21] identify the specific rooms in which 
sensors are located by correlating expected and actual sensor readings with the known HVAC energy input into a room. By 
identifying a single sensor in a room, this process can be identified with previous work to map all sensor locations in a building. 
However, this approach requires some a priori knowledge regarding the building’s HVAC system, such as the building layout and 
the mapping of heating/cooling setpoints – calling for increased human intervention. 
While the physical location is a key component of understanding the interactivity between devices in a building, fully descriptive 
metadata encompasses a wider range of features, which the approaches mentioned in the previous paragraphs do not capture. 
Automated methods for generating these data must be able to identify the type of point, what physical quantity it is measuring or 
actuator it is controlling, and what other devices it is connected with, in addition to its physical location. Recall that time-series 
analysis depends both on the methods for characterizing the data and for classifying or clustering those characterizations. For much 
of the work done in this field, the classification or clustering techniques are based on classical machine learning algorithms. The 
approaches for characterizing the data stream tend to be more varied and generally leverage three main toolsets: (i) descriptive 
statistics, (ii) derivative-based methods, and (iii) frequency analysis. Though these approaches were successful to some degree, in 
finding the spatial context/physical location of the devices, they do not offer a way to generate required extensive metadata 
associated with each point in the BAS system. 
Gao et al. [22] compare several standard machine learning classification techniques such as random forests, support vector machines, 
and naïve Bayes for applying Haystack tags. The feature vectors for the machine learning methods are simply the mean, median, 
mode, quantiles, and deciles of each data stream. This work concludes that the random forest is the most robust algorithm for 
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applying these tags. Additionally, the authors compare performance when applying individual tags versus composite tags (analogous 
to “tagsets” in Brick) and conclude that individual tags can be more accurately applied. This is because using composite tags causes 
the output space to explode while using individual tags increases the amount of information associated with each tag given that 
multiple point types may share common individual tags. The contribution of this work is noteworthy in its attempt to explore the 
application of modern machine learning classification techniques and comparing the performance of various choices available with 
this class of algorithms. However, this work doesn’t present a way to harness the synergies offered by the orchestrated application 
of these algorithms. Overall, the proposed solution, in its current state, is not a research prototype that addresses the challenge in its 
entirety.  
Calbimonte et al. [23] characterize the time-series data using local linear approximations to estimate derivatives. The local linear 
models are constructed adaptively using a greedy algorithm to minimize the number of piecewise linear segments used to 
approximate the data. The distributions of derivatives are used to compare the various points to each other using a k-nearest neighbor 
(kNN) algorithm. Semantic representations of metadata of known points can then be propagated to their nearest neighbors. 
Holmeggard and Kjærgaard [24] compare slopes and EMDs of data streams by computing the cosine of the angle between these 
vectorizations. This cosine distance is combined with another measure called dynamic time warping (DTW) that accounts for 
differences in speed between two sequences of times series data. Metadata is then propagated from the nearest known point.  
More recently, efforts have been made to effectively combine information from the raw point name and the time-series data in order 
to improve performance; plaster [25] and scrabble [26] are a few notable examples. Bhattacharya et al. [27] expand on the work of 
[14] by using statistical characteristics (i.e., median and variance) of the time-series data to identify points that are likely to be 
similar despite differences in the raw name data. Expert labels for known points can then be extended to these candidate points to 
cover more outliers. Balaji et al. [28] and Hong et al. [29] both propose transfer learning approaches that cluster raw point name 
data to simplify the metadata generation process. In the former, the time-series features are constructed for each cluster using 
statistical and frequency-based techniques. In the latter, the unlabeled clusters inform an ensemble of classifiers that analyze the 
statistical characteristics of the time-series data in order to generate metadata. Some commercial entities are applying this approach 
in real buildings [30]. This hybrid line-of-inquiry, utilizing both raw point names and time-series data is an interesting step toward 
filling the long-existing void. Yet, these approaches leave room for improvement to research a methodology that leverages different 
types of machine learning algorithms (supervised and unsupervised) to effectively harness the information stored in these two 
streams of data. 
It can be inferred from the literature works discussed in the above paragraphs that the previously published works have tackled the 
problem of tagging the BAS points automatically with a piece-meal approach, that is, they evaluated the effectiveness of an 
individual algorithm or approach in automatically tagging the points. In other words, these works are focused on applying one type 
of algorithm (either rule-based or statistical) to one type of building data (e.g., university campus) data only. Moreover, there seems 
to be a clear chasm between two lines of inquires in the large percentage of works in the literature – one based on raw point names 
and other time-series data. This exclusivity prevents these approaches from thoroughly harnessing the information at hand (point 
name and their associated time-series data) for making completely automated metadata tagging decisions. Although they have had 
a varying degree of success in addressing the challenge under study, none of them have addressed the problem from a “real-life 
implementation” perspective. The question of building an integrated workflow that can harness the strengths and complement the 
weaknesses of various algorithms, by leveraging both point name and time-series data, to effectively tag the BAS data remains 
relatively unexplored.  
Moreover, not many works have focused on exploring challenges associated with building a software architecture that can be 
generalized over more than one type of building. Therefore, in this work we take a holistic look at the problem of tagging metadata 
automatically, focusing on real-time deployment challenges, by attempting to answer the questions such as: What kind and amount 
of data is typically available from the BAS before the metadata tagging is performed? In other words, is it a new building or has it 
been operational for a few months? What are the similarities and differences between the data from different types of buildings? 
How can both the raw point names and the time-series data be analyzed in parallel to arrive at the decision of assigning a tag? What 
is the scalability of the proposed solution?  
1.3. Manuscript Structure and Contributions 
We propose a Unified Architecture (UA) that focuses on solving the problem of automated BAS point metadata tagging. Within the 
overarching research topic of automated building metadata tagging, we: 
• Propose a holistic framework for generating metadata tags for BAS points that describes three distinct phases of metadata 
generation;   
• Identify challenges associated with real-life application of automated tagging solutions on various types of buildings and 
different use-cases; 
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• Propose a UA for point tag identification informed by a set of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms, 
capable of embedding human expert knowledge in the framework using rule-based blocks; and  
• Present a detailed data-postprocessing framework to enhance the effectiveness of the proposed UA over time, from a real-time 
deployment perspective. 
The organization of the remainder of this article is as follows: Section 2.1 provides an overview of the automated point tagging 
problem. It begins with a discussion of the various tagging schemas that have been proposed in the literature and describes the 
Haystack tagging standard that is applied in this UA approach, and concludes by defining the multiple aspects of the automated 
point tagging problem. Section 3 highlights the data considerations for this problem, including data collection methods, and 
discusses how data availability and building type impact the choice of approach for automatically tagging the BAS. It leads to a 
detailed discussion provided in the Appendix about identifying the challenges associated with deploying an automated solution in 
the real-world where building types and data availability varies drastically. An overview of various machine learning algorithms 
(supervised and unsupervised) and rule-based workflows that are employed in this research, is provided in Section 4. Section 5 
presents the proposed United Architecture and explains its components in detail. The results of the two case studies conducted using 
the proposed UA are presented in Section 6, along with a discussion around the existing limitations of the proposed UA. Conclusions 
and future research directions are described in Section 7.  
2. BAS TAGGING AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
2.1. BAS Tagging Schemes – an overview  
As advanced analytics and controls applications become more prevalent, the need for a cross-cutting industry standard for organizing 
point metadata is becoming increasingly important. BAS schemas are constantly being developed or reconfigured [31]. Because 
any automated approach to generating BAS metadata will be schema-specific, it is important to understand the key features of the 
available schema. Here, we provide an overview of several BAS schemas, specifically BASont, SAREF, Brick Schema, and 
Haystack.1  
BASont is a building ontology model built on the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard for describing device instances in 
buildings [32]. IFC provides a framework for interoperability among building architecture, construction, and management software 
[33]. BASont builds high-level templates of rooms and equipment that broadly describe the structure and functionality of devices 
while point-specific details are applied at lower levels to maintain flexibility. This template-based approach enables scaling to large 
commercial buildings. Additionally, device replacement is simplified since unchanged information is quickly applied to the new 
point via templates while changed information (e.g., manufacturer-related information) can be updated individually.   
The Smart Appliances Reference (SAREF) ontology, developed by the European Commission (EC) and the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), captures the functional relationships between smart devices [34]. This ontology 
considers devices (the physical objects in a building) and the possible functions they can perform. SAREF defines a broad array of 
simple functions that act as building blocks for constructing more specialized and complex functions. A device’s function is 
expressed through the service the device provides and changes its state when called (e.g., a light switch can turn on or off). 
Additionally, devices contain the knowledge of their energy usage in various states to enable intelligent decision-making for energy 
efficiency. 
Brick Schema is a newer and more robust metadata schema that provides an ontology to describe HVAC, lighting, and power 
infrastructure in commercial buildings [35, 36]. Brick leverages the structure of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [37] 
specification to define a standard organization schema for these data. The schema uses triples of descriptive tags with the subject-
predicate-object format standard to RDF that can be applied to various entities in a building to describe location, functionality, and 
relationships to other entities. In general, Brick triples describe one of four key facets of any device: 
1. Point – the type of physical or virtual entity that is generating data related to some facet of the physical space, 
2. Equipment – larger devices that communicate with multiple points to accomplish some task within the building, 
3. Location – the physical space in the building where a point is located, 
4. Resource – the physical material that interacts with the point.  
 
1 We note that Project Haystack, Brick Schema, and members of the ASHRAE 223P standards committee are collaborating to 
define a formal ontology, or a family of formal ontologies, for BAS metadata. The goal is to release ASHRAE Standard 223P, 
Designation and Classification of Semantic Tags for Building Data, as an ISO standard. We anticipate that this collaboration will 
produce improvement of and alignment in the Haystack and Brick standards. However, in this article we address the current, 
published versions of these standards only. Because at the time of this writing the ASHRAE 223P committee had not yet released 
a draft, we also omit discussion of ASHRAE Standard 223P. 
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Brick organizes entities into fixed classes, which have expected tags and relationships associated with them. This framework 
maintains a relatively simple structure while allowing for significant flexibility in describing points within a building. Furthermore, 
tags can inherit properties of other higher-level tags and can be combined to create tagsets (e.g., a point can be tagged as a zone 
temperature sensor), which are often associated with specific entity classes. Relationships in Brick attempt to capture 
connections or encapsulations. The central relationships (predicates) are defined by isLocationOf, controls, hasPart, hasPoint, and 
feeds (as well as their inverse relationships). The tag and relationship model of Brick makes it simple to understand and allows it to 
cover a wide range of possible use-cases. However, Brick does not recommend ad-hoc tags or relationships, which makes extending 
the standard to cover new technology areas more difficult. Brick also has limited commercial (non-research) adoption. 
Haystack [10] is an open-source initiative first developed in 2014 through the collaboration of multiple industry partners seeking to 
construct a robust but flexible semantic model to building metadata. Although Haystack encodes similar information as Brick 
schema, it does not enforce a formal class system like Brick does. Rather, Haystack employs collections of tags to describe entities 
and the relationships between them. Each tag is associated with (assigned to) an entity. Haystack permits the ad-hoc addition of 
non-standard tags, which makes it readily extensible in practical applications. 
Tags in Haystack are constructed with name-value (or key-value) pairs. Haystack supports thirteen atomic types (or “kinds”) of 
tags. Although all atomic kinds are technically distinct, conceptually they can be organized loosely into three categories: (i) marker 
tags, or name-only singletons, that indicate intrinsic properties of an entity (i.e., entity type or is-a descriptions); (ii) value tags that 
describe entity properties with associated values; and (iii) reference tags that describe relationships between entities. The “Marker” 
and “Ref” kinds formally define markers and references, while all other kinds represent the broader category of value tags. The 
value in the name-value pair of a Marker tag is a generic annotation with no associated meaning; the value of a Ref tag is the unique 
identifier of an entity. The special Ref tag id defines an entity’s unique identifier; this id tag becomes the target for Ref tags on 
other related entities.2 
Most of the semantic meaning in Haystack is described via markers and value tags.  For example, a given point may have the zone, 
temp, and sensor markers applied to it, indicating that it is a sensor that measures a zone temperature.  The same tag may have 
the Str (string) tag unit: “°C” applied to let us know how the sensor is measuring temperature. Tag values can be strings, numbers, 
Booleans, dates, or times, among other data types. For relationships, Haystack employs the basic hierarchical structure site, 
equip, point: a site contains multiple equips (equipment), and an equip contains multiple points. These key relationships 
are described using the siteRef and equipRef tags. Other Ref tags specify other relationships, such as between a main meter and 
its submeters, between an AHU and its associated variable air volume (VAV) boxes, etc. 
At present, the Haystack standard defines mutually exclusive sets of tags in human-readable documentation, but not in a machine-
readable format. Therefore, an algorithm implementor must translate these tag sets into machine-readable rules. With respect to this 
aspect of implementation, the formal structure of Brick schema offers the advantage of machine-readable tag sets with a formal 
class hierarchy, or ontology. The advantage of a formal ontology is that it allows greater exploitation of the structure of the data 
model and the associated human knowledge embedded within it; the disadvantage is that it makes it more difficult to extend the 
standard with the addition of ad-hoc tags. Versions 4+ of the Haystack standard are expected to include an optional ontology with 
machine-readable documentation for tag sets that will allow automated synthesis of tagging rules, however, at the time of this 
writing Haystack version 4 had not been released.   
However, the Haystack tagging schema has several key benefits that make it an appropriate choice for the automated metadata 
generation algorithm presented here. First, the generalized tagging schema makes Haystack a very simple yet flexible model for 
building metadata. The tag-based approach is effectively machine- and human-readable so that it can integrate easily with standard 
machine learning tools and produce interpretable results. This is in contrast to the more rigid ontology-based schemas such as 
BASont and SAREF. Additionally, Haystack tags are meant to define an extensible schematic model that is scalable to large 
buildings containing hundreds or thousands of devices. Users can create their own ad-hoc tags to address unique scenarios arising 
in any building environment without forcing a modification to the underlying semantic model. To accommodate this flexibility in 
the Haystack model, the metadata algorithm should be flexible to deal with unique tagging situations as needed. Finally, and most 
importantly for practical use, Haystack has strong baseline popularity compared with competing standards. Haystack has emerged 
as a common choice for teams and companies implementing analytics and other supervisory software on top of BAS and many 
software platforms and products now support Haystack. For these reasons, we selected Haystack as the basis for the present work. 
However, we also note that Haystack’s flexibility and lack of formal class system present some specific challenges that we discuss 
in Section 4.1. 
 
2 Throughout the manuscript, we use monospace font to indicate a Haystack tag, as in: sensor. 
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2.2 Problem Definition 
The overarching goal of the tagging process is to identify all of the data acquisition points contextually to enable further development 
of analytics layers on top of the BAS. Conceptually, the tagging process for the Haystack tagging schema consists of three general 
steps (Figure 2): 
• Point identification: Classify the type or characteristics of each individual point. 
• Equipment identification: Group associated points into equipment entities and identify the type or characteristics of the 
equipment. 
• System identification: Identify and classify relationships among equipment and map these relationships into building systems. 
 
 
Figure 2 Conceptual three-step process for identifying Project Haystack tags 
1.2.1. Point Identification 
Point-type classification attempts to associate each BAS point to a specific function and define its specific characteristics. Point 
identification thus requires answering four key questions about each point entity [2]: 
• What is the role of the point? In Haystack, a point may be classified as: 
o A sensor or input (sensor tag) 
o A command or output (cmd tag) 
o A setpoint, soft point, or calculated value (sp tag) 
• What quantity is associated with the point? Typically, this will be a physical quantity such as temperature (temp), 
pressure, flow, or position (e.g., valve position). Sometimes, it may be a control status (e.g., occ for occupancy) or 
a network quantity, such as a data transfer rate. 
• What substance or item is associated with the point? For example, a sensor might measure air, water, or steam. A 
cmd point might control a damper or valve. 
• Where is the point located? Haystack tags such as entering, leaving, discharge, return, exhaust, and outside 
describe the location of the point (or its associated substance) within a system or piece of equipment. 
The objective in point identification is to apply a set of descriptors (typically, marker tags) that uniquely distinguishes the point 
from all related points on the same piece of equipment. 
1.2.2. Equipment Identification 
In Haystack, points reside within an equipment entity (equip tag), such as an air handling unit (ahu), chiller, or electricity 
(elec) meter. Equipment items often have a standard or typical set of tags. For example, ahu equipment often have outside, 
return, mixed, and discharge air temp sensors. 
Equipment identification requires grouping associated points and using the point characteristics to infer the parent equip. Once a 
piece of equipment is identified, that information may be further leveraged to improve point classification, e.g., by identifying gaps 
in the point list and matching unmapped points by inference or process of elimination. Establishing the relationship between a point 
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and its parent piece of equipment enables the application of an equipRef tag to the point, the value of which is the unique identifier 
of the parent piece of equipment. 
1.2.3. System Identification 
Individual pieces of equipment are typically organized into systems, e.g., a central ahu coupled to many VAV (vav) boxes via 
ductwork. System identification requires identifying these relationships and classifying them by type. For example, in Haystack a 
vav box is related to its central ahu via the ahuRef tag. An alternative expression of this process is visualizing equipment as nodes 
in a network (or graph) and the relationships as directed arcs between those nodes. The network represents the system of interest, 
which may be as large as the entire building. 
 
The proposed UA address the first part of the problem definition, i.e., point identification and tagging. 
3. DATA CONSIDERATIONS 
3.1. Available Data Types 
Raw BAS data can broadly be separated into two categories: (i) point data and (ii) time-series data. The point data may contain 
point name (likely not standardized); point address; device address, number, or name; point type (e.g., input, output, internal 
variable); and units. Raw point names typically contain useful information regarding the entity in question. Unfortunately, this 
information may be obscured by abbreviations or non-standard formatting conventions. For instance, Hong et al. point out that 
“SODA1R410B_ART”, “SDF_SF1_R282_RMT”, and “Zone Temp 2 RMI204” are all point names for air temperature sensors in 
different buildings [29]. In addition to point names, the other point tags may guide the point identification and equipment 
identification phases of tagging. For example, a point with units of degrees Celsius should have the tag temp and points located on 
the same panel are more likely to belong to the same system or piece of equipment. 
Time-series data are generated by points throughout the building and are useful for clustering similar points. For instance, sensors 
measuring air temperature in different locations throughout the building are likely to report measurements that fall within the same 
general range of values and exhibit similar cyclic patterns. For this reason, time-series data are typically more consistent across 
buildings than raw point tags. However, extracting meaningful information from these data streams is difficult because they rarely 
capture complete or unique point type information. These data have been most effectively implemented for boosting performance 
of point tag assignment algorithms and for identifying interactions between points in a system. 
3.2. Data Collection 
EMIS used for analytics and supervisory control collect BAS data most often by polling, change-of-value subscription, or access to 
trend logs and/or a built-in historian (database of historical time-series data). In the case of polling or change-of-value, the connected 
EMIS collects data in real time for a period of days, weeks, or months in order to accumulate enough historical data for use in 
automated point mapping. If trend logs or a historian are available, access to previously collected historical data may speed this 
process. Ideally, a sufficiently long time period of data collection can be used to account for any cyclical trends (e.g., day/night, 
weekdays/weekends and seasonal changes) that may impact the data. In practice, waiting for enough data to account for seasonal 
trends lessens the value of the automation process. For this reason, in this work we use three weeks of data as a compromise that 
limits data collection time while still accounting for weekly cycles. 
In addition to the time horizon of the data collection, the building type factors into the process. The algorithm development process 
for automated point mapping leverages data collected from several categories of buildings (e.g., retail, office, warehouse). Buildings 
are broken out categorically because different types of buildings are likely to have different distributions of sensors, actuators, etc. 
and may exhibit differences in variability in the point distributions from building to building—e.g., HVAC equipment and setup in 
retail buildings may tend to be relatively consistent, while office buildings may vary substantially. 
3.3. Approaches for Tagging and impact of data availability  
The choice of algorithms and the degree of effectiveness of the point tagging automation solution, to a certain extent, depend on 
temporal and spatial contexts in which the solution is being deployed. We present three likely scenarios that can be the starting point 
of the automation process. We also note building and HVAC type considerations that may assist in achieving tagging objectives. 
These approaches are discussed in the Appendix. 
4. METHODS EMPLOYED  
The proposed UA leverages as much information as possible in order to generate relevant metadata. Machine learning methods have 
proven to be powerful tools in data-driven clustering and classification problems. These methods uncover complex relationships in 
data to either organize the data in a meaningful way (unsupervised learning) or to learn mappings from inputs to outputs (supervised 
learning) [38]. Typically, ML methods leverage large amounts of data to uncover these relationships; however, the cases examined 
here are relatively data-sparse (compared to classical ML problems) and have a large output (tag) space. For this reason, we also 
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employ domain knowledge into the unified architecture in the context of rule-based relationships. This section covers the 
background of the various rule-based, unsupervised, and supervised methods used in the unified architecture. 
4.1. Rule-based  
For certain commonly applied tags, there exist standard mutually exclusive relationships. This mutual-exclusivity can be exploited 
by embedding this information through rule-based programming in the framework. Some examples of such tags include the 
sensor/sp (or setpoint)/cmd (or command) tags as well as the heat/cool tags. A given point can only have one (or none) of these 
tags, but not multiple. We leverage this knowledge such that the application of one of these tags to a point precludes the possibility 
of applying the remaining tags. 
Version 3 of the Project Haystack standard (the present version at the time of this writing) does not provide mutually exclusive tag 
sets in a machine-readable format. Therefore, we formulated machine-readable rules based on the human-readable logic described 
in the Project Haystack standard. We note that future versions of the Project Haystack standard are expected to include machine-
readable content for mutually exclusive tags and similar tagging restrictions. 
4.2. Unsupervised clustering using tag names 
Raw point names can contain valuable insights in the metadata generation process. While naming and syntax conventions often 
vary significantly from building to building, point name data is typically more consistent within any individual building. This 
assumption underlies many of the rule-based approaches discussed in Section 1.2. We leverage this assumption here by performing 
unsupervised clustering on these strings to uncover useful structure within the data. 
Mathematical clustering of points based on raw point names requires vectorization of the point name string. One common approach 
for text parsing is the bag-of-words vectorization method [39]. This process begins by tokenizing the point names into words based 
on various delimiters (e.g., spaces, underscores, etc.). The building’s vocabulary is then constructed from all of the unique words 
identified, and each point is vectorized according to the frequency of each word in the point name. The bag-of-words approach 
suffers from several issues in the application of the methods to raw point name data in buildings. First, the approach is an orderless 
representation of the string. Typically, point names within a given building exhibit consistent ordering structures (e.g., 
building_floor_room_device); however, this information may not be available to the algorithm a priori. Furthermore, this method 
does not recognize abbreviations, acronyms, or misspellings of words, which are quite common in the raw point name data being 
clustered. Lastly, this approach is dependent on how words are delimited, which can vary from building to building. 
A more robust approach to text vectorization employs k-mers, which were originally proposed as a method for comparing long 
strings of DNA [40]. k-mers have been used previously in metadata generation to effectively compare the complex, highly irregular 
point names within buildings [29]. The use of k-mers in this work differs in terms of how the clustered data is incorporated into the 
unified architecture. Given a string of length L, its k-mer decomposition is the collection of every substring of length k. Therefore, 
there is an inverse relationship between the number of k-mers exhibited by a word and the chosen value for k.  
Traditional k-mer analysis is similar to the bag-of-word method where a vocabulary is constructed for the building based on the 
collection of unique k-mers identified among all of the point names. Each name is then vectorized based on the frequency of each 
k-mer in the string. However, this does not overcome issues related to ordering. We propose a new method for measuring k-mer 
similarity that better preserves ordering. The raw point name data is converted into a list of k-mers with the order maintained. We 
compute the similarity between the ith and jth k-mers from each pair of points, 
 𝑠𝑖𝑗 = {
1 −
|𝑖 − 𝑗|
max(𝑁, 𝑀)
if k-mers match,
0 otherwise,
 (1) 
where 𝑁 and 𝑀 are the number of k-mers in the two points names. Notice that this similarity metric rewards proximity of the k-
mers within the strings; the metric is 1 if and only if the two points contain matching k-mers in the same position. This similarity 
decays to 0 as the positions of the matching k-mers deviate from each other. The total similarity of the two points names is simply 
the sum of the individual k-mer similarities, 
 𝑠 = ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑗  
𝑀
𝑗=1
𝑁
𝑖=1
. (2) 
Once the strings have been vectorized, an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach is used to cluster the points [41]. This 
approach is chosen for two main reason: (i) it is simple to understand and implement and (ii) it is agnostic to the number of clusters 
in the data. This hierarchical clustering method initializes each data point as its own cluster and then iteratively combines the most 
similar clusters. Cluster similarity is measured according to the mean similarity metric in Eq. 2 between all points in each cluster. 
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The iterative procedure continues until the maximum cluster similarity dips below a given threshold. Figure 3 shows a similarity 
matrix for all of the points in a given building before and after clustering.  
 
 
Figure 3 Unclustered and clustered similarity matrices 
4.3. Supervised labeling using time-series data 
Supervised learning models the relationship between input 𝐱 and output data 𝑦 [42]. In the context of the metadata generation 
problem, the input data are the encoded time-series data streams from each point, and the output data are the applied Haystack tags. 
The UA described in Section 5 employs a two-step supervised learning approach that combines the output from a random forest 
algorithm and individualized support vector machine algorithms. In the next two sections, we briefly cover the background of these 
two methods. 
 
4.3.1. Random forest 
Random forest models employ an ensemble of decision trees, which generate a graph-based model for classification. Nodes within 
this graphical structure examine various features of the input data and direct the flow of decision making until an output is achieved. 
Training a decision tree determines how the data is examined at each node in the graph. For instance, if a point is registering data 
that has mean values greater than 100, then a node in the decision tree may remove the possibility of the point measuring any 
percentage-based metric (e.g., relative humidity). Such models are powerful tools for classification problems, such as whether 
specific tags should or should not be applied to a given point. 
The main issue with decision trees is that they tend to overfit to training data. Random forests address this by averaging across 
multiple decision trees that are trained on different subsets of the training data. This relatively simple fix has been found to result 
in significantly improved performance and robustness.  
 
4.3.2. Support vector machine 
Support vector machines (SVM) are popular classification tools that divide the input domain into different regions based on the 
various output categories [43]. A linear SVM finds the optimal hyperplane that divides the data into two categories. That is, it 
attempts to fit 
 𝑦 = 𝛉⊤𝐱 + 𝜃0, 
(3) 
while minimizing the magnitude of the parameters ‖?̃?‖ where ?̃? = [𝛉⊤ 𝜃0]
⊤. In reality, a perfectly discriminating hyperplane 
likely does not exist. Kernel SVM enables more flexibility by employing a nonlinear kernel mapping of the input space,  
 𝑦 = ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝑘(𝐱𝑖 , 𝐱)
𝑁
𝑖=1
+ 𝜃0, 
(4) 
where 𝑘(⋅,⋅) is a kernel function, such as the squared exponential kernel 𝑘(𝐱𝑖, 𝐱𝑗) = exp (−‖𝐱𝑖 − 𝐱𝑗‖2
2
).  
 
4.4. Rule-based versus machine-learning based algorithms - comparison in the context of this tagging problem 
As described in Section 1.2, both rule-based and machine/statistical-learning-based methodologies have been utilized in various 
works in the literature with some degree of success. Table 1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of both these approaches in 
relation to the BAS metadata tagging problem. Note that the strengths of rule-based methods complement the weaknesses posed by 
machine-learning methods and vice-versa. This makes a strong case for leveraging both approaches in tandem to solve the problem. 
The next section presents the proposed Unified Architecture which employs both the approaches in the various decision stages.  
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 Strengths Weaknesses 
Rule-based 
• Are completely predictable (i.e., they 
behave exactly how humans have instructed 
them to)  
• Provide the opportunity to embed human 
expertise in the program workflows 
• Reflect biases or mistakes introduced by human error 
• Infeasible to develop an all-encompassing rule-based 
algorithm that can cover all possible tagging 
combinations 
Machine-
learning 
based 
• Capable of drawing inferences based on the 
training dataset (i.e., do not rely on human 
expertise) 
• Efficient at finding patterns hidden 
underneath multi-dimensional dataset 
• New tags not seen previously in training data will not 
be correctly applied 
• Can be difficult to directly embed human knowledge in 
the process of drawing the inference 
Table 1 – Strengths and weaknesses of rule-based and ML-based tagging methods 
5. PROPOSED UNIFIED ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK 
As explained in the previous section, both rule-based and machine-learning-based algorithms can contribute to the problem’s 
solution, but neither is individually a “silver bullet.” Automatically applying tags to the points in complex BASs is a challenging 
problem that cannot be effectively addressed at a practical scale by employing only one methodology, either rule-based or machine-
learning based. Instead, the integration of both approaches with a cooperative decision-making paradigm yields the best results. 
Therefore, in this section, we propose a Unified Architecture (UA) framework (Figure 4) that synergistically combines multiple 
machine learning algorithms with a rule-based tagging scheme to infer correct tags by leveraging both time-series data and raw 
point name data. In the UA, the output from one decision block informs a subsequent decision block and the final decision of 
applying a specific tag to a specific point is therefore better-informed. This framework also provides the opportunity for leveraging 
human knowledge to inform rule-based tagging in the data preprocessing step to further improve the accuracy of the tags applied 
by the UA. To foster the success of the unified architecture in a real-time deployment environment, and increase its efficacy over 
time, a workflow for leveraging UA to build a long-term intelligent analytics platform for point tagging is presented as a part of 
data post-processing step. 
The proposed framework consists of three main parts: 
• Data preprocessing and model parameter inputs 
• Unified architecture 
• Data postprocessing  
The following three sections explain these three components of the UA framework in detail. 
 
Figure 4 Overview of the Unified Architecture (UA) approach 
 
5.1. Data Preprocessing and Model Parameters 
For the points to be classified, the algorithm collects raw point names and associated time-series data. Time-series data is 
preprocessed for the supervised learning methods as follows. First, we find a representative time window where the building is 
generating data at a sufficiently high rate with all of the points reporting values without lapses in the interval data. This is important 
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in new buildings where new points may be brought online slowly and may only be registering data sparsely at first. For this work, 
we find a three-week window of time-series data in order to capture daily and weekly trends that may be useful in point 
identification. Next, we compute various statistics, or features, of the time-series data and its gradient (e.g., the mean, median, 
min/max, variance, etc.) for each hour of the three-week window. We then compute the min/max, mean, and median for all of these 
intermediate features. Any point that is not registering at least five datapoints for 80% of the hours during the three weeks are filtered 
out. The vectorized time-series data is passed as inputs to the ML methods which predict the associated Haystack tags for each 
point.  
To prepare the UA for training, the operator creates (or uses an existing) tag definition file that contains relevant tags and their 
relationships (Note: this step is optional since a default tags.csv is provided which contains all possible tags based on Haystack [10] 
standards). The UA’s flexibility to ingest tag definition input provides an opportunity for embedding human knowledge about the 
possible tags for a specific building in the solution. At this time the operator also selects the transformation method used for 
converting input features into ML algorithm-compatible input: i) normalization, ii) standardization, or iii) min-max scaling. As an 
additional functionality useful in the real-time deployment context, the operator of the UA also selects one of the several modes of 
operation, including scratch training, supplemental/ updated training, or execution (application of tags); the purpose of these modes 
is explained in Section 5.3.  
5.2. Unified Architecture 
The core component of this framework is the unified architecture shown in Figure 5. The UA processes the input data through 
various stages and provides reliable inferences about the combinations of the tags which can be applied to a specific point. The 
UA is designed to promote cooperative decision-making between ML-based classifiers and fixed tagging rules. The architecture 
efficiently leverages all available information—both human knowledge and hidden patterns—to assign tags to points. The 
methodology of cooperative decision making and the information flow structure, employed by the UA is explained in detail in the 
remainder of this section. 
 
Figure 5 Callout of the UA to highlight the various individual components 
The first branch of the UA is comprised of a machine learning block that uses a random forest algorithm to predict point tags. The 
random forest deterministically applies tags based on the time-series input data, as explained in Section 4.3. This algorithm considers 
the full space of all possible tags simultaneously (i.e., all-on-one). Based on the output of this model, a tag application threshold 
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(denoted by 𝜏) is determined for each potential tag. This threshold is set lower if the random forest algorithm positively predicts a 
given tag and higher if it negatively predicts a given tag. The threshold values 𝜏ℓ and 𝜏ℎ are hyper-parameters that can be tuned 
based on human judgment of the performance of the UA for specific buildings. 
The second branch of the UA combines a rule-based block and a machine learning block. The rule-based block leverages the 
mutually exclusive relationships provided in the tag definition file to enable the supervised learning classifiers to selectively apply 
these kinds of tags. This rule-based block, therefore, reduces the decision space for the ML algorithms by constraining the number 
of possible tags that can be applied to a single point. This information is passed to the ensembled supervised classifiers (ESC) block, 
which predicts tag individually (i.e., one-on-one) and iterates over all possible tags for each point to provide a probabilistic output.  
Although the block is set up to use any of a variety of user-specified supervised classification ML algorithms (e.g., SVM, logistic 
regression, and Gaussian processes), we determined empirically that SVM yields the most robust results for the data sets examined 
in this work.  For each set of mutually exclusive tags, the ESC block is trained to assign probabilities for each tag such that the total 
probability never exceeds 1. The output from ESC is processed according to the rule-based filter that is set by the output from the 
random forest. This filter determines whether a given tag should be applied to a point by comparing the established threshold 𝜏 to 
the probabilistic output from the ESC. If the ESC probability is above the selected threshold, then the tag is applied. If it is below 
the threshold, then the tag is not applied. If we consider the random forest output as the baseline for whether or not a tag is applied, 
then 𝜏𝑙 requires the ESC probability be very low (i.e. the ESC is very confident that a given tag should not be applied) in order to 
remove the tag. Conversely, 𝜏ℎ requires a higher confidence from the ESC in order to apply the tag. 
After the tags have been applied, the UA employs a postprocessing. machine learning block that performs the unsupervised 
clustering approach based on the k-mer analysis described in Section 4.2. This block attempts to provide some measure of confidence 
on the applied tags and to flag those that could be wrong. To do so, the UA first clusters points names based on k-mer analysis of 
raw point names, then compares the applied tags of points within each cluster. The UA computes and applies outlier scores that are 
then used to identify points in the cluster which have markedly different tags applied. This process assumes that points with high 
similarity in the raw point names will have highly similar tags, and therefore flags outliers for manual inspection. This unsupervised 
learning block, therefore, provides an opportunity for leveraging operator knowledge most efficiently to manually assess only the 
tags applied to the points flagged by the k-mers block, for enhancing the accuracy of the overall result.  
 
5.3. Framework to enhance the effectiveness of UA through post-processing over time 
Once the tags are applied by the UA for a building, the postprocessing components of the framework are designed to facilitate long-
term improvements in performance by harnessing a sophisticated data sampling and model retraining routine. As explained in 
Section 5.1, the UA has multiple operational modes that support includes training new models, loading and updating previously 
saved models, and performance testing. Figure 6 shows the functional relationships between these modes of operation, models, and 
data. The feedback arrows indicate an on-going data accumulation and curation routine that has the potential to contribute 
significantly to boosting the efficacy of the framework over the long term.  
The operational modes of the UA are organized into i) a scratch training mode that trains new models from a full training dataset 
ii) a supplemental or updated training mode which loads previously trained models and updates them using limited training on new 
data, and iii) an execution mode which uses trained models to apply tags to new data sets. Of these modes, scratch training is the 
slowest, and applying tags is the fastest. Retraining is typically faster than scratch training but potentially may produce a less 
accurate model than the full training process. Therefore, we recommend occasional scratch training as the training dataset grows 
supplemented by retraining in the interim.  
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Figure 6 Functional relationships between modes of model operations 
 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We have implemented the proposed unified architecture in Python using the scikit-learn library. The target values (i.e., tags for each 
point in the dataset) for the training and the testing data samples were generated by manual application of Haystack tags to well-
documented ground truth data sets. Two data sets were used to test the UA: i) commercial retail buildings and ii) National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) campus office buildings. The next two sections present the results obtained for the two case studies, 
followed by a subsection discussing the limitations of the proposed Unified Architecture. 
6.1. Test Case I - Commercial retail building 
The first test case for the UA examines three small commercial retail buildings. The three buildings contain similar HVAC systems 
and have previously been manually tagged The main equipment in these buildings are multiple rooftop air handling units. During 
data preprocessing, we filter out points with insufficient data to tag automatically. After filtering, each of the three buildings contains 
approximately 40-60 unique points to be tagged. For the study, we first trained the UA on two of the buildings and tested the 
performance on the third, repeating this process for each of the three buildings. The results of this case study are as follows. We 
first examine the tagging results for each of the three buildings. Table 2 compares the F1 scores for component standalone tagging 
methods to the UA approach which combines multiple algorithms. We can see that by combining outputs from multiple algorithms, 
we obtain better tagging results than from a single algorithm approach. Figure 7 shows the proportion of true positives, false 
positives, and false negatives relative to the total number of tags in each building. In all three buildings, the UA was able to correctly 
apply between 85-90% of the tags while incurring approximately a 10% rate for false positives and false negatives. (We do not 
include the results for true negatives because they massively outweigh the total number of correct tags for the building.) Figure 7 
also includes the F1 score for the UA across the three buildings. In each case, the F1 score is between 0.87-0.90. Thus, the algorithm 
was able to effectively learn the characteristics of the time-series training data and use it to apply tags to new buildings. 
 Building A Building B Building C 
Random 
Forest 
0.7098 0.7114 0.6868 
Support Vector 
Machine 
0.8325 0.8375 0.8486 
Unified 
Architecture 
0.8994 0.9038 0.8782 
Table 2 – Comparison of a single algorithm tagging results versus the Unified Architecture approach 
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Figure 7 Performance of the UA on commercial retail buildings 
Next, we examine the performance of the UA with regards to the specific tags. Figure 8 shows the individual F1 scores for the UA 
for various tags that are present in the commercial retail buildings. Additionally, the plot shows the total number of times each tag 
appears across the three buildings. There is a wide range of performance across the various tags. For example, the algorithm was 
able to effectively identify setpoints (denoted sp) and command points (denoted cmd), but struggled to correctly tag sensors. 
Additionally, we see a mild correlation between the frequency of tags and the ability of the UA to correctly apply them. Specifically, 
any tags that appeared at least 40 times had an F1 score of at least 0.9. However, several tags with low counts were still able to be 
correctly identified with high accuracies, such as the min/max tags as well as the humidity tag. This could be due to the associated 
points exhibiting a highly unique time-series fingerprint. 
 
 
Figure 8 Performance of the UA for specific tags in the commercial retail buildings 
Lastly, we briefly examine the outlier detection capability of the UA. Recall that this feature clusters points using the order-
preserving k-mer analysis presented in Section 4.2 and then compares the applied tags across various points in the cluster. The 
assumption is that points with similar raw point names within a building should have similar tags applied. As discussed earlier, this 
assumption will not likely be valid in all cases, which is why this method is only used to flag potential errors for human inspection. 
Table 3 contains an example of the outlier detection working well. It contains three points from one of the retail buildings that were 
clustered based on their raw point names. The point with the highest outlier score within the cluster (SP_UNOCC_COOL) did 
indeed have several tags missing (the cooling and unocc tags). Additionally, notice that the other points in the cluster have 
nonzero outlier scores despite being correctly tagged. This is due to differences in the tags to the tags applied to SP_UNOCC_COOL 
as well as the minor difference in tags between the two points. This highlights that the assumption underlying this metric is not 
applicable in all the cases but that it does provide a useful tool for indicating which points may require human inspection. 
 
Raw Point Name SP_UNOCC_COOL SP_UNOCC_COOL_MAX SP_UNOCC_COOL_MIN 
Outlier Score 0.22 0.17 0.17 
True Positives 
air 
his 
point 
sp 
temp 
zone 
air 
cooling 
his 
max 
point 
sp 
air 
cooling 
his 
min 
point 
sp 
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temp 
unocc 
zone 
temp 
unocc 
zone 
False Positives None None None 
False Negatives 
cooling 
unocc 
None None 
Table 3 – Example of outlier detection identifying errors in the applied tags 
6.2. Test Case II – NREL campus 
Next, we examine data from the NREL campus. This data comes from the NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility (ESIF) and 
contains 352 points. These points are primarily associated with the larger air systems in the building, including multiple AHUs, 
makeup air units (or MAUs), and exhaust fans. For this study, we divide the data into five approximately equal subsets to study the 
performance of the UA. Similar to the previous study, in each case we train the UA on four subsets and test it on the fifth. 
The results of applying the UA to the NREL data are shown in Figure 9. As previously, the figure shows the proportion of true 
positives, false positives, and false negatives normalized by the total number of tags in each subset. Overall, the UA did not perform 
as well on the NREL data as it did on the commercial retail data. In particular, the algorithm produced more false negatives, that is, 
it did not apply tags that it should have applied. Despite this, the UA was still able to correctly apply 70-75% of the tags to the test 
data and obtained an F1 score of approximately 0.8 in all test cases.  
 
  
Figure 9 Performance of the UA on NREL buildings 
6.3. Challenges and limitations 
A central challenge to any machine learning framework is effectively dealing with data quality concerns. Several potential sources of 
error in the training data could originate from malfunctioning devices or mislabeled points. The proposed UA attempts to mitigate 
these concerns by including a time-series density analysis in the data preprocessing to ensure time-series data is being generated by 
a sufficient number of points. The k-mer postprocessing can also help identify issues related to data quality by flagging outlier points 
that appear to have a mismatch between the raw point name and the applied tags. While these features may prevent against minor 
data quality concerns, more systematic data errors would be difficult for the proposed UA to overcome. Identifying such scenarios is 
one possible research direction towards enhancing these types of automated point tagging systems. 
The purpose of the BAS tagging process is to identify all of the datapoints contextually and generate relevant metadata associated 
with them. The proposed UA solves only the first piece of the puzzle, i.e., point tagging. To address the problem of automated BAS 
tagging process in its entirety, the remaining two pieces – i) equipment identification, and ii) system identification need to be 
addressed. Also, currently, the UA is designed to maintain different machine learning models for different types of buildings, this is 
because using a single model for all types of buildings can potentially deteriorate the performance of the models. Although the lack 
of a single model to address all types of buildings is a practical limitation, if the models are effectively managed the use of multiple 
models can lead to better performance than a single model. In addition, the UA requires tuning hyperparameters for multiple ML 
models as well as several hyperparameters for the UA itself; further research and testing with larger data sets will inform the optimal 
selection of these hyperparameters. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
In this article, we present a Unified Architecture that combines human-generated rule-based logic with data-driven ML methods to 
apply Haystack tags to BAS points. By employing an approach that intertwines both the techniques, the algorithm leverages as 
much knowledge as possible in applying these tags, including both prior knowledge of tag relationships and raw point name and 
time-series data generated by the BAS. The UA algorithm shows high performance in tagging points in two test cases: commercial 
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retail and office building settings. We also propose a framework to deploy in real-life settings and further enhance the performance 
of the proposed Unified Architecture with time by retraining models with newly accumulated data.  
Haystack tags provide invaluable metadata that is used by a BAS to intelligently drive a building’s energy usage. However, this 
metadata does not present the full picture of a building’s infrastructure. Once points are identified via the tagging process, larger 
pieces of equipment and systems must be identified. This direction of inquiry will be characterized as a ‘bottom-up’ approach, 
where various equipment are identified with the information that is made available through point tags applied by the UA. This 
problem, which is left as future research directions, maybe approached using a similar hybrid methodology as the one presented 
here. That is, a unified algorithm that leverages rule-based knowledge (e.g., what points are present in a given building, what 
collections of points constitute various pieces of equipment, etc.) and data-driven techniques (e.g., analyzing time-series correlations 
to identify operational relationships, learning k-mers that identify equipment clusters, etc.). We anticipate that further improvements 
in Haystack and other BAS metadata standards will enable a more precise, better-automated application of rules within the UA to 
constrain the tagging output space. 
Another promising future research direction is taking a ‘top-down’ approach where performing equipment and system identification 
before tagging individual points will help inform the point ‘typing’ process as opposed to being a sequential step that is executed 
after the points are tagged using the proposed UA. Additionally, building vintage (or most recent retrofit vintage) and statistical 
analysis of implemented mechanical systems by building type can also be factored into this analysis as another layer of apriori 
knowledge being fed to the UA.  Similar to how Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECs) has informed the 
development of the systems and equipment for the prototype buildings, the data about when the building was built and the type of 
building has the potential to provide significant information on typical systems for optimizing the decision-space for the ML 
algorithms, to help establish the relationships of the points of the equipment in the buildings, and the typical points associated with 
equipment at different points in time.   
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APPENDIX 
For real-life deployment of automated metadata tagging systems, the role of data availability as well as the nature of the collected 
data is crucial. In the following sub-sections, we describe various scenarios, that may arise in real-time, to which the proposed UA 
may be adapted.    
9.1. Tagging a building from scratch 
If the building in question (referred to as target building here on) is new, suggesting no time-series data availability, no tagged-
points are available to recognize the pattern in the point names available in BAS. Also, if the building’s control architecture does 
not have any similarity with an older and already tagged building (referred to as source building here on), then the scope of the 
automation solution is to tag a building from scratch, without any foundational information source available a priori. This scenario 
can be handled in a few different ways: 
9.1.1. Manual tagging with a subset of points 
In this methodology, an expert examines the naming convention used in the target building and leverages knowledge of the building 
systems to then tag a small percentage of the overall points in the building, e.g. 20%. With this information in hand, semi-supervised 
learning approaches can be employed to tag the remained of the points. This could yield another ~60-65% of the points being 
correctly tagged through the automation process. The remaining ~15-20% points would then be tagged manually. Text parsing 
approaches can also be applied for this kind of scenario: the examples which are parsed by the expert, in the beginning, can be 
chosen in an intelligent way by clustering the points a priori. 
9.1.2. Accumulating time-series data – limited duration 
This methodology leans toward working with time-series data of the target building itself. The data from the first few weeks of 
operation can be buffered to conduct unsupervised learning on the accumulated time-series data. Due to the lack of any other 
information about the syntactical pattern employed for naming the BAS points, this method is likely not going to produce high 
accuracies of the automated tagging. 
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9.2. Tagging a building similar to an already tagged building 
If the control architecture of the target building is similar to the architecture of the source building, then it is possible to focus the 
scope of the automation solution toward transfer learning approaches. The algorithms can be trained on the source building’s time-
series data. The same models can be deployed for the target building with a minimal amount of time-series data accumulated over 
the first few days of operation of the building. 
9.3. Tagging a building with a substantial amount of time-series data availability 
If the target building has been accumulating data for some period, this opens the opportunity to leverage the accumulated time-
series data of the building to train. The problem can then be modeled as a time-series classification problem. There are no prior tags 
available to train the model on, but the patterns in the time-series data (measurements, control signal, setpoints) can be captured to 
classify the points, as the first step in the process.  The same time-series data can then be employed for discovering the spatial 
relationships between sensors and building spaces, geared toward objective two (equipment identification) and three (spatial 
relationships within the equipment) fulfillment. 
9.4. Type of commercial building 
The model and the associated algorithm can be targeted for specific types of buildings (for example retail, office, warehouse, 
hospital, university campus). This will enable the automation solution to leverage transfer learning approaches more effectively. 
The type of building classification is mainly useful in the second and third objectives of the automation process: equipment 
identification and system identification. The point classification model, in general, is largely independent of the type of building. 
9.5. Type of HVAC Technology 
Targeting the algorithm based on the type of HVAC technology used for the specific building is potentially another effective way 
of leveraging the contextual information to tailor the solution for the second objective, the equipment classification. Various types 
of HVAC technologies are used in commercial buildings including 1) Variable Air Volume (VAV), 2) Constant Air Volume 
(CAV), 3) Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF), 4) Chilled beams (active and passive), 5) Heat Pump, 6) Fan Coils (FCU) and 
Blower Coils (BCU), etc. If the set of HVAC technologies in use is known, then the tags to be applied may be tailored to match 
the technology space. 
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